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Curious about how 
dirty your data really is?

Pop over to our site to find out! 
Sign up for a free lead data analysis 

on a sample of your own data.

Don’t let the lead 
management problems of 
the past a�ect the future. 

Missing phone number?
Old email address?

Fake company name?
Given a gmail?

No title?
No Problem!

Have a load of legacy leads or a big campaign coming up? 
Use ContactPERSONA On-Demand for a one-time batch 
processing to validate, refresh, and complete your legacy 

Seamlessly integrates with your existing Marketing Platform(s) 
(E.g., Marketo, Hubspot, Pardot, Act-On) 

Subscription fees are based on only your valid and de-duped lead records, not the total 
number of leads processed.

Most leads are processed and delivered in under 15 minutes, so they are ready immediately 

Feed your raw lead fragments into ContactPERSONA, and detailed contacts come out 
completely validated, refreshed, and enriched.

ContactPERSONA is a cloud-based lead cleansing and enriching service with no set-up 
fees, software to install, or on-premise database requirements.  

Prepare for The Digital Age: Validate, Refresh, and Enrich Your Leads

ContactPERSONA's groundbreaking lead cleansing and 
completion process makes those the problems of the past and turns 
you into a Marketing Hero that delivers results. See for yourself with 
a free lead data evaluation and rejuvenation!

Does the following scenario sound more familiar? 
Leads come in bursts and with only fragments of information.  
Valuable time and resources are wasted on manually researching 
and completing lead fragments, which results in overlooked 
opportunities and missing windows of opportunity (Not to mention 
a frustrated sales team.) 

In a perfect world, your leads would come to you with a full profile 
of entirely accurate and up-to-date information and are ready for 
immediate qualification or sales follow-up.  



Validate, Refresh & Enrich 
Your Incoming Leads

Wanted: Marketing Heroes
Do you deliver results and are always looking 

for a better way to do things? Let us make 
your life easier. Visit our blog today!  
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BENEFITS
Typically, 90% of all leads are validated, refreshed, and enriched by ContactPERSONA. 

On average, ContactPERSONA can add a current corporate email address to 55% of leads 
submitted with only a private email address. 

Minimize user input on web forms. ContactPERSONA can deliver detailed lead contacts 
from as little as three points of information. 

See up to a seven-fold increase in your actionable leads by just providing accurate and 
comprehensive lead contact information.

Improve your sales e�ciency, by spending more time selling to leads and less time 
researching them.

Significantly increase campaign results and return on investment with additional targeting 
abilities based on more detailed contact information.

A majority of inbound leads consist 
of only 3 out of 6 basic fields

of leads provide a 
private email 

address

Actionable Contact

Inbound Lead

Web Forms
Trials
Webinars
Gated Content

List Upload
Events

Trade Shows
List Buys

Marketing
Automation 
System


